We can repair and resole many other brands of shoes as
well as our own. We also repair bags and jackets.

Ankle wrap boots.
These boots have soft leather around the ankle and
are tightened up with thonging wrapped around the
ankle and held with a toggle or by knotting the
thonging.
Contrasting leather on the top part looks great.
$175

“Steam-punk” style lace up boots.
Inspired by Steam-punk boots these lace up
boots are opening by a zip on the inside so
stop you going crazy lacing up such a tall
boot. The straps are to help keep the boot
firm on your foot but also for decoration and
are optional. Works well with a chunky sole
$235
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Our shoes are all handmade in leather with a synthetic sole.
Colours and type of leather are subject to availability from our suppliers.
We use microcell sole material as experience has proved this to be the best
comfort/wear combination. It is available in 6 and 10 millimeter thickness heels
are a standard Topy rug which is very hardwearing.
To make a pair of shoes for you we need a tracing around the outside of the
bare foot and a measurement across the ball of the foot from floor to floor as
shown on the drawing.
Get someone else to do the tracing
Please don’t use felt tip pens to do the drawing

Ball of the foot,
widest part

Highest part where
the foot joins the
ankle. Measure from
floor to floor

Desert boot

All one colour

$130

$175

High Top Boot
All one colour
$145

We also need to know if you have any
peculiarities of the foot such as bunions or
different sized feet. If you wear orthotics ,
place them on the floor and stand on them
to do the tracing. To measure the height of
the orthotics draw a horizontal line on the
heel at the back and measure from the
ground to the line. Stand on the orthotic and
measure again. The difference is the height
of the orthotic.
If you have any queries please give us a ring

Keep the pen straight to avoid going under the foot

Four Curl boot
Part lined with contrasting coloured leather
that is revealed in the curls

High elastic sided boot
All in one colour, brown or black
elastic
$145

Elastic sided boot/shoes
Brown or black elastic
$130

Continuous strap sandal

Available in black brown and natural tan. The
padded innersole conforms to your foot. The
strap is fully adjustable to compensate for
stretching. $125

Adult T-Bar sandal
Available in one colour or with
contrasting trim $120

Woven sandal
Padded ankle, best in one colour except
for the padding
$125

Lizard sandal
Available in one or two colours.
An excellent covered sandal $115

Petal shoe
Has three optional petal shaped
cut-outs. $120

Lizard Lace up
Has openings along the side
$125

Lace up shoe
Available in up to three colours.
Can be made with a Velcro
fastening instead of laces $135

Zigzag slip on shoe
Contrasting zigzag $120

Tai Chi slip on
Elastic panel on the top.
$120

We have several types of preformed soles to choose from.
These soles are $20- $30 extra
on the basic price but with an
EVA mid sole they provide a
comfortable grippy sole

Simple lace-up shoe
Best in one colour. $125
We keep in stock as many different patterned and coloured leathers as
possible. We are happy to send samples

Autumn leaves, usually done in
autumn toned soft leathers

Children’s shoes

Children’s shoes are sized from infant size 1 to adult sizes 5

Child’s desert boot
Best in one colour $85

Child’s strap shoe
Contrasting trim around the top. Can be
decorated. Child’s $80 Adult’s $100

Pansy applique done in yellow and
pink or purple leathers

Padded top boot
Padding in soft leather, contrast
or matching colours $85

Calf length boots:
Available in a variety of leathers.
$195 with a plain top. $265 with appliqued tops. Fold down
tops can be patterned/printed leather or appliqued with one of
my designs such as the ones shown above.
We also plait a four braid to attach to the top as shown on the
drawing above. Many options are available-contact us with your
ideas.
Contact us for the measurements required

Thongs
Available in a variety of pattered tops
$75

Elastic sided boot
Brown or black elastic $85

Mules
A good slip on shoe
$70

